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Problem

Although acceptance of AI and its benefits is growing, adoption is still at a 
relatively early stage and is unevenly distributed. AI readiness deviates 
widely between companies, sectors and countries due to several determi-
nants such as access to computing power, AI academic education, avail-
ability of AI experts and size of the R&D budget. 

Opportunity

In the past decade, AI has marked a significant improvement. In recent 
times it was characterized by the advancements in the development of 
deep learning and reinforcement-learning techniques based on neural 
networks. 

This work led to the creation of numerous "AI making AI" algorithms. When 
provided with enough computing power, these algorithms are able to 
create predictions that surpass the most superior human-made ones. With 
these advancements, the most limiting factor becomes available comput-
ing and data resources, rather than expert knowledge. The high barrier to 
access for computing power can exclude some AI opportunities due to 
costly infrastructure, a high-level of centralization on the market, lack of 
transparency and others. This leaves many businesses, researchers, and 
institutions with no competitive advantage. 

On the opposite note, the available computing power is more significant 
than ever due to technological achievements, economy of scale in the 
production of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), and a drastic increase in 
their demand for cryptocurrency mining. their demand for cryptocurrency 
mining.

ScyNet is an open blockchain protocol and network that incentivizes independent nodes to 
compete in finding better AI models and data for specific tasks. Our aim is to use blockchain 
to leverage large amounts of computing power and use it for state-of-the-art AI research.
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Solution

ScyNet is an autonomous and self-governed decentralized network where 
all of its participants can act autonomously and in their best interest, 
while making rational decisions without human intervention. The block-
chain protocol of ScyNet unites the nodes around a common goal of 
creating better AI and incentivizes them to provide their resources and 
data for the creation of state-of-the-art, supervised, reinforcement, and 
generative machine learning algorithms. 

Private ventures can setup AutoML nodes, which then create a stream of 
Training Jobs. These jobs consist of a model, obfuscated data and a 
performance metric. The jobs are picked up by computing nodes (Train-
ers). The models included in these jobs are trained until an optimal per-
formance is achieved, after which they are returned to the AutoML node. 
They are then validated and ranked, after which their trainers are reward-
ed and the AutoML node learns from the best models to create better 
configurations for the next cycle of jobs. A Zero-Knowledge Proof Proto-
col proves the performance of these agents without revealing them.

Public AutoML nodes are an alternative approach that suits parties such 
as open source organizations or foundations. These participants help 
jump start the ecosystem by revealing the meaning of their data and 
models, in turn allowing the trainers to reutilize the models for their own 
purposes.

As an open-source network, ScyNet can be tuned to produce AI predic-
tions for various AI problems, thus responding to the demand for AI-driv-
en solutions. As the system remains open to new participants, compa-
nies that recognize the potential of the network to produce artificial intel-
ligence can utilize ScyNet to develop and improve their customer-oriented 
solutions.

Why support

ScyNet leverages two of the currently fastest developing technologies 
worldwide, AI and Blockchain, to provide a viable solution in the self-im-
proving AI space. This is a space that will grow radically and in 20 years or 
less will have a profound effect on human communities everywhere.

ScyNet allows users to benefit from the available supply of data and the 
most advanced ML models.

No need for businesses to build robust data capture mechanisms.

ScyNet enables miners to produce validated agents and build a more 
extensive portfolio of validated AI knowledge.

Developers can build and deploy software and directly monetize it. 

Developers can create new domains and use the network in a permission-
less way.
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Initial Funding

      3 350

         650

€400 000 
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Work hours invested

High Risk Automated Debt*

Project leaders

20+ years in creating software
Chairman of Comrade Cooperative 
Managing Partner of Cyrillic Ventures 
Founder of Obecto 

Award-winner at Intel ISEF 2018 and Intel ISEF 2019
Author of a blockchain development class at SoftUni
Presented a handwriting machine at CES 2018 and sold it to Wacom

Won two national programming competitions - ZSI 2013 and IC 2015
Programmed in various areas - websites, AR, games 
Taught programming at SoftUni

Distribute and democratize
the power of AI

ScyNet is a collaborative work of the Comrade Cooperative and is governed 
by an example of Wetonomy (Decentralized Autonomous Organization)

Lead of development: Todor Kolev, t.kolev@scynet.ai
Investor relations: Anastas Mateev, a.mateev@scynet.ai
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https://github.com/bojidar-bg
https://www.societyforscience.org/content/press-room/intel-international-science-and-engineering-fair-2018-special-award-winners
https://www.scynet.ai/post/scynet-blockchain-paper-gets-three-awards-at-intel-isef
https://www.obecto.com/
http://www.cyrillic.ventures/
https://comrade.coop
http://www.scynet.ai/
https://www.wetonomy.com/

